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Ruth Baumgarte

AFRICAN VISION

It is with works by the German painter Ruth Baumgarte (1923–
2013) that the ALBERTINA Museum sets out to present an outstand-
ing artist of the 20th century. At the center of this presentation in 
the Columned Hall is Baumgarte’s wide-ranging body of works 
born of her travels to African countries such as Egypt, South Africa, 
Kenya, Tanzania, Uganda, Ethiopia, Sudan, and Zimbabwe. 

These altogether approximately 70 oil paintings, watercolors, 
and graphic works manifest a near-magical quality when viewed 
in person. Zimbabwean poet Chirikure Chirikure said of the artist: 

“She viewed the countries of Africa and their people not as models 
to be immortalized on canvas but as an integral part of her jour-
ney through life.”
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Beginning in the 1950s and until well into her old age, the artist made over 40 trips to 
Africa, whose people she attentively observed and empathetically appreciated. She 
took an interest in the unfamiliar cultures of a continent that had yet to be discovered by 
European artists at that time. Central to any understanding of Ruth Baumgarte’s art is the 
relationship between human beings and nature, the melding of figure and landscape. 
On the basis of quick sketches made onsite, she would later on – upon having returned 
home to her studio in Germany – create vividly colorful paintings, virtuoso watercolors, 
and expressive gouaches and drawings.

Ruth Baumgarte produced her African images at a point in time where questions as to  
artistic appropriation and cultural dispossession were not yet being discussed anywhe-
re near as broadly as they are in our present era of postcolonial discourses. But even so, 
her intuition was that political asymmetries manifested as a culture clash could not be  
resolved amidst superficial harmony but rather had to be creatively problematized in  
tension-filled compositions of colors. 

RUTH BAUMGARTE, AFRICAN LANDSCAPE III, 1993

OIL ON CARDBOARD, 137 × 98 CM, © KUNSTSTIFTUNG RUTH BAUMGARTE

RUTH BAUMGARTE, AFRICAN LANDSCAPE IV, 1993

OIL ON CARDBOARD, 138,6 × 98,5 CM, © KUNSTSTIFTUNG RUTH BAUMGARTE

This realization gave rise to a coloristic cosmos that starts from flaming red hues and  
saturated orange-ocher transitioning to yellow, pink, and violet and on to decidedly  
violet-blue notes as it loses itself in the depths. In this way, the very special light of Afri-
can landscapes finds painterly expression, while the dissolution of forms and an allego- 
rization of motifs tell of the artist’s uneasiness at experiencing a continent between a 
new dawn and persistent inequalities. 
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A HUMANISTIC OEUVRE  
OF WORLD ENQUIRY

Throughout her career as an artist, Ruth Baumgarte made it her mission to sound out her 
own perception, interrogating the colonial gaze as to its appropriation of the Other. Her 
approach to unfamiliar cultures was consistently sensitive, with an eye to the development 
of an intuitive understanding. It was hence beyond the purely cognitive and rational, via 
the means of art, that brush and paint became her allies in exploring other ways of life 
and life in precarious circumstances. Her humanistic undergirded oeuvre stands out for its
great degree of artistic empathy.

In this, Baumgarte accorded particular prominence to depictions of the African woman 
in her living environment. But even in her portrayals of human beings in light of a specific 
identity or their belonging to a racial category, class, or gender, the artist was ultimately 
describing individuals – in their uniqueness – as part of a greater community.

Ruth Baumgarte neither attempted to exotify the Other, nor made use of a rhetoric of su-
peri ority, a rhetoric that the former colonial powers were fond of employing in an attempt 
to perpetuate the old order of rulership and dominance. Instead, she came to stand for a 
dialectical art capable of aesthetically transcending such tense relationships as between 
urbanity and wilderness, between the individual and the collective, and between every-
day banality and magical-surreal counterworlds.  

Through a flowing exchange of impressionistic and expressionistic gestures, the mixing of 
cultures and the melding of the Other with one’s self are vividly rendered – loosely in keep-
ing with a dictum of the French cultural theorist Edouard Glissant, who stated. “No culture 
today is isolated from the other. There are no pure cultures, that would be ridiculous. The 
clue to life is not laid by the identical, but by the different. The identical produces: nothing.”

RUTH BAUMGARTE, SHADOWS FALLING BEHIND YOUR BACK (SHADOWS FALLING BEHIND HER BACK), 1995

OIL ON CARDBOARD, 100 × 73 CM, © KUNSTSTIFTUNG RUTH BAUMGARTE

RUTH BAUMGARTE, THE GLEANERS, 1988

CHARCOAL AND CHALK ON GREY PAPER, 60 × 74 CM, © KUNSTSTIFTUNG RUTH BAUMGARTE

RUTH BAUMGARTE, THE GLEANERS II, 1988

CHARCOAL AND CHALK ON GREY PAPER, 60 × 74 CM, © KUNSTSTIFTUNG RUTH BAUMGARTE
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RUTH BAUMGARTE FOUNDATION AWARD CEREMONY

Interwoven with this monographic presentation of Baumgarte’s works, curated by  
ALBERTINA Modern director Angela Stief, are works by the South African artist Athi-
Patra Ruga, recipient of this year’s Ruth Baumgarte Art Award and hence a successor to 
previous awardees such as William Kentridge, Michael Armitage, Nan Goldin, Mona 
Hatoum, and others. Ruga, who was born in Mthatha, South Africa in 1984 and divides 
his time between Johannesburg and Cape Town, pursues a hybridization of forms and 
content in his multimedia oeuvre. His visual imagery, situated between the utopian  
and the real, playfully dismantles geographic borders, gender-based attributions, and  
social constructions of African history as well as dogmatically employed postcolonial 
knowledge. He makes the amalgamation of differing cultural influences into the concept 
of an art that unrestrainedly employs innumerable references and exhibits no inhibitions 
where appropriation is concerned.  

The artistic dialogue with selected paintings, tapestries, and works in glass by Athi- 
Patra Ruga anchors Ruth Baumgarte’s oeuvre in the present and testifies to the currency 
of her art. And at the same time, the striking analogies to be drawn between the works 
by these two artists attest to a cross-cultural understanding and serve to bridge deep rifts.

ATHI-PATRA RUGA, A SIGHT / SITE FOR CONTEMPLATION, 2020

STAINED GLASS, LEAD AND POWDER-COATED STEEL, 170 × 90 CM

© WHAT IF THE WORLD GALLERY (CAPE TOWN)

ATHI-PATRA RUGA, AUTO EXOTIC / AUTO EROTIC, 2022

OIL CRAYON AND PASTEL ON CANVAS, 80 × 110 CM

© WHAT IF THE WORLD GALLERY (CAPE TOWN)
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